An insight into the latest from our
international design brands.
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Introduction
The trends and innovations seen in Milan at Salone del Mobile inform
and influence the way our homes, workplaces and contract settings are
envisioned for years to come. In 2019 we saw the release of new lounging,
seating, tables and accessories from our international brands – Arper,
Tacchini, Prostoria, Ritzwell, Karimoku New Standard, Stua and Verzelloni.
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Trend Report
Trend — Soft Lines
Throughout Milan Design Week lines in product and stand
design were curved, soft and organic. Installations utilising
billowing fabric were widespread, providing natural
shapes and form to highlight design innovations.
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Trend — Bold & Bright
The trend in colour continues to veer away from muted, pastel palettes
towards bolder, richer tones. The hues which frequently arose were cobalt
blue, burnt orange, mustard yellow as well as deep red tones.

Trend — Nature
The presence of increased greenery and floral references within installations
was prevalent in Milan. The benefits of incorporating nature into day-to-day
life has been recognised for some time, but in Milan it acted as a reminder
to individuals of the positive impact that greenery can have in an era of
increased technological dominance.

Stand Overview
For their 30th attendance at Salone Del Mobile, Arper’s theme of Soft(er)
encapsulated our craving for stillness, softness and balance in an era
of constant connection and the dominance of technology. The theme
emerged via soft hues of cascading fabric creating a striking entrance to
their stand. An emphasis on well-being and the need for flexible, comfortable
spaces translated into the newly released collections by Arper, ideal for
workplace and education settings.
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Images (L—R)
1 · Arper stand featuring Kiik setting paired with Pix Ottomans and Tables;
2 · Catifa 46 Sled Chairs styled in Arpers Salone del Mobile theme for 2019, Soft(er);
3 · Cila Go Stools with the Dizzie Dining Table.
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1 · Saul Coffee Tables by Jean-Marie Massaud
The Saul Coffee Table range designed by Jean-Marie Massaud is bold in
form yet slender in execution with an expansive plane and distinctive legs.
Finish options include white marble or black silkscreen smoked glass with
various shapes and sizes, providing a welcome coffee table addition that
complements Arper’s existing collection of lounging.

2

2 · Cila Go by Lievore Altherr
The Cila range, designed by Lievore Altherr, is expanded
by the creation of Cila Go; a complete seating, storage,
ottoman and tablet system that is mobile and functional.
As well as new aesthetic possibilities for the education
sector, Cila Go provides functionality such as mobility
for group collaborations or independent work and
accessories for technology enabled learning.
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3 · Stacy Chair by Lievore Altherr
Discrete and distinguished, the Stacy Chair lends
functionality to modular seating needs. Stacy is available
with a range of practical accessories and is stackable
to a height of 40 chairs in conjunction with a trolley for
convenience in provisional seating environments. The sled
base is available in a chrome finish or 4 powdercoat colour
options, with armrest and full or seat upholstery optional.

4

4 · Paravan Mood by Lievore Altherr
The Paravan collections robust modularity is amplified
by a set of accessories, adding an additional layer of
use and personalisation. Acting as a neo-cubicle, the
sculptural Paravan screens can be composed in curves
or quadrants to define space. Paravan Mood accessories
include a whiteboard, hook, mirror, shelves and
magazine holders available in white or dark grey finish,
adding a personal touch to the minimal system to collect
personal items or display objects of inspiration.
3

Stand Overview
At Salone del Mobile 2019, the Ritzwell stand featured windows with staged
settings of sleek, contemporary furniture with the interior referencing the
brand’s origins by emulating a traditional Japanese home. The structure
housed the hero of Ritzwell’s Milan presence; the JK Easy Chair by Jun
Kamahara, together with an extension of the award-winning Jabara
Sideboard range.

Images (L—R)
1 · Ritzwell stand featuring the new JK Easy Chair (back shown), together with Jabara AV
Units and Sideboards, and JK Side and Coffee Tables.
2 · The entrance to Ritzwells 2019 stand featuring Claude, MO Tables and Diana Lounge.
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1 · JK Easy Chair by Jun Kamahara
The JK Easy Chair, designed by Jun Kamahara, has been
re-issued after first forming part of Ritzwell’s offering at
the brand’s inception. The design features details such
as hand stitching on the armrests, a generous leather
seat, and soft backrest cushions providing harmony
between the elements. An update to the finish options
for the graphic steel frame include metallic bronze, brass
and rose pink. All the materials and finishes have been
selected for their capacity to become more beautiful
and acquire ‘furubi’ - the ‘glaze of time’ in Japanese. To
complete the JK collection, a JK Side Table and Coffee
Table with solid walnut tops are available.
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2 · Jabara AV Sideboard by Shinsaku Miyamoto
The Jabara Sideboard with pure lines and sliding doors reminiscent of traditional Japanese homes and bamboo forests
meets the modern age with the addition of the Jabara AV model, allowing for audiovisual equipment to be elegantly
housed behind a dark, tinted glass door. Designed by Shinsaku Miyamoto, the Jabara AV model is available in various
sizes and compositions with the optional mild steel legs available in Ritzwell’s new powdercoat finish range.

Stand Overview
In a design by Javier Guerrero, Stua’s Salone del Mobile stand featured striking backlit floral
motifs, providing a frame for the brand’s sophisticated collections and evoking a sense of
calm. The Spanish brand presented their timeless ranges including the Costura Lounge, Solapa
Tables, Laclasica Chairs and the most recent addition, the Libera Armchair. The Libera Armchair,
previewed at Salone del Mobile 2018 and recently introduced into Stylecraft showrooms, features
generous timber armrests and a classic silhouette. The fluid way in which the legs and armrests
connect is reflective of Stua’s design ethos.

Images (L—R)
1 · Stua stand featuring Costura setting paired with nesting Solapa Tables;
2 · A display of Stua’s ‘New Classics’ featuring Libera Armchair, released at Salone del
Mobile Milano in 2018.
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Stand Overview
As a result of their collaboration with Prostoria on ranges such as Polygon and
Trifidae, design collective Numen/ForUse have established a long-standing
and rewarding partnership with Prostoria. The trio were entrusted by Prostoria
to execute the creative direction of their Salone del Mobile 2019 stand, after
gaining global recognition creating interactive public installations. The result
is a stand that converges experimental architecture and the introduction of
a new system of modular lounging.
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Images (L—R)
1 · The new Lowlife Modular Lounges with Trifidae High Back at Prostoria’s 2019 stand.
2 · Loop Modular Lounge, also debuted at Milan, designed by Numen/For Use.
3 · Lowlife modular setting showcasing backrest and chaise options.
4 · Trifidae High Back Armchair at the Prostoria stand for 2019.
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1 · Osmo by Numen/ForUse
The design of Osmo is based on
the classic typology of chairs for
terraces in hospitality settings along
the Adriatic coast. Osmo Chair and
Lounge Chair are available in a
choice of aluminium or timber seat
and backrest to ensure suitability for
domestic or commercial outdoor
environments.

2 · Lowlife by Numen/ForUse
Low Life was inspired by “informal space and unconventional design typical
of the countercultural movement in the late 1960s”, according to Sven Jonke
from the Numen/ForUse collective. The result is a modular system combining
various backrest heights with three different seat depths providing a fully
customised lounging experience. The rounded edges of each segment
morph into vibrant and dynamic shapes with a futuristic undertone when
arranged in the chosen configuration.
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3 · Bik by Numen/ForUse
The design of the Bik Chair by
Numen/ForUse is reduced to its
basic elements; four legs, seat and a
backrest. The tapered legs are sloped
to complement the exaggerated
backrest curvature, while the wider
rear legs enable easy stacking when
chairs are not in use.

Stand Overview
Celebrating their 10th anniversary in 2019, Karimoku New Standard’s theme of
Present, Past and Future in Milan, gave a glimpse of the brand’s vision for the
next decade. Extending their collections by working with new design talent,
as well as updating existing KNS ranges designed by international designers
Christian Haas, Scholten & Baijings and BIG-GAME, is central to their ambition.

Images (L—R)
1 · Elephant Lounge setting at the KNS 2019 stand;
2 · KNS’ 2019 stand featured prototype pendant lighting, Castor Lobby, Panorama
Chair and Archive Shelving Units.
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2 · Castor Lobby by BIG-GAME
The design of Castor Lobby by BIG-GAME is based on the Castor Lounge,
but with added functionality through its armless design, allowing units to be
combined to create larger formations. The simplified frame and elevated
seat height ensure Castor Lobby is suited for use in commercial breakout
areas together with workplaces.

1 · Polar by Moritz Schlatter
The new Polar Chair designed by Tokyo based Swiss
designer Moritz Schlatter is constructed from sustainably
sourced Japanese Oak and features a curved back
and generous seat depth. The stackable chair has a
distinct character and is suited for use in contract or
residential settings.
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3 · Archive Barstool and High Table by Christian Haas
The recently launched Archive Shelving range is enhanced with the
introduction of a barstool and high table. Inspired by traditional Japanese
carpentry, the Archive series is characterised by refined joint details and a
tactile surface. The Archive High Table can be paired with Archive Barstools,
also manufactured from solid Japanese Oak to create a cohesive setting. For
added comfort, the barstools are available with an optional upholstered seat.

3

Stand Overview
Gaining inspiration from enduring Brazilian design, this year Tacchini
introduced several collections to their offering, incorporating both reissues of design classics as well as innovative new pieces. In a stand design
dominated by rich colour and an abundance of greenery, Tacchini re-issued
the iconic Reversivel Chair and Costela Armchair by renowned designer of
1950s Brazilian design, Martin Eisler.
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Images (L—R)
1 · Sesann and Reversivel Chairs at Tacchini’s dramatic Salone stand for 2019.
2 · Newly released Costela Armchairs, Joaquim Coffee Table and Narciso Rug.
3 · Sella Lounge and Armchairs with Joaquim Tables and Narciso Rug.
4 · Newly released Pastilles range by Studiopepe for Tacchini at Milan 2019.
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2 · Reversível Chair by Martin Eisler
Originally designed in 1955 by architect and designer, Martin Eisler, the
Reversível Chair is an iconic piece of Brazilian design. With the simplicity of
its lines, the armchair transforms by offering two possible seat positions; with
the back element acting as a backrest or armrest. The dynamic movement
of the chair appears rudimentary but represents an innovation that is as
visionary now as it was at the original inception of the design.

1 · Joaquim Tables by Giorgio Bonaguro
The Joaquim collection designed by Giorgio Bonaguro
was inspired by Brazilian furniture design between the
1940s and 1960s. Joaquim features a metal frame and
tri-cut detail with tops and bases in two striking Italian
marble finishes, Patagonia and Elegant Brown.

4

4 · Edizioni
The Tacchini Edizioni accessories
range is enhanced by the addition
of the Narciso Rug (below) designed
by Umberto Riva and Mantiqueira
Vases, designed by Domingos Tótora
and constructed from recycled
cardboard (above).
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3 · Lagoa by Zanini de Zanine
The Lagoa Armchair features a soft
and rounded, voluminous structure
that houses a suspended seat.
Designed by renowned Brazilian
designer, Zanini de Zanine, the ends
of the seat slot into the side of the
structure, disappearing from view.
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5 · Sella by Carlo de Carli
The design of the new Sella Lounge and Armchair by highly regarded Italian
architect Carlo de Carli is characterised by materials such as exposed
walnut, striking leather belt detail and chrome finish highlights. A reissue of
a design from 1966, the elegant Sella collection features soft, generous lines
and a cascading armrest adding to the refined and luxurious aesthetic.

6

6 · Pastilles Collection by Studiopepe
Pastilles by Studiopepe is a collection of small armchairs, ottomans and
coffee tables, featuring enveloping shapes that evoke nostalgia by
referencing shapes of confectionary items. A contemporary reinterpretation
of the classic cockpit armchair, the sinuous shell and seat provide comfort
with the aluminium base available in black or silver. The Pastilles range is
completed by two tables of different sizes and an ottoman, to create a
holistic family of shapes or they can be used individually as standalone items.

7 · Costela by Martin Eisler
Originally designed in 1952, Tacchini
reissue the elegant yet informal
Costela Chair by Martin Eisler. The
fundamental element of the Costela
Chair is the linear timber frame
with its wooden ribs hosting the
5
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generously sized seat and backrest
cushions with button detailing.

Stand Overview
A feeling of stepping into a Northern European living room was evoked at
the Verzelloni Salone del Mobile 2019 stand, highlighting the brand’s strong
suitability of their ranges for the residential market. The focus on a refined
palette and understated elegance was personified by the hero setting, the
new Lyndon Lounge range, available in multiple configurations.

Images (L—R)
1 · Verzelloni stand featuring the Nilson Lounge with High Back and Chaise.
2 · Lyndon Modular Lounging in a large setting at Verzelloni’s 2019 stand.
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2 · Lyndon by CRD Verzelloni
Lyndon is a modular lounge system with a rounded edge detail and the option
for various configurations, allowing for individuality and flexibility. The generous
proportions and the possibility of layering with cushions allows Lyndon to be
crafted into a lounge setting offering the ultimate in comfort at home.

1 · Emily by Alberto Lievore
The compact shape of the Emily armchair, designed by
Alberto Lievore, features an enveloping backrest offering
supreme comfort. Imagined as an occasional chair for
residential or lobby areas in contract settings, the Emily
range is completed with an accompanying ottoman.

3

2

1

3 · Planet by CRD Verzelloni
The newly released Planet Ottomans are designed to complement Lyndon
and allow the option of a layering effect, when placed in conjunction with
Verzelloni’s existing coffee table collections.

Satellite Events
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3 · @Fuorisalone — Les Arcanistes
by Tacchini x Studiopepe
Tacchini partnered with Studiopepe
for Les Arcanistes, an event set within
an industrial space once used for
manufacturing gold. The installation
featured the new Pastilles collection
designed by Studiopepe for Tacchini
and explored the link between
material and the archetypal power
of symbols.

1 · @Fuorisalone — KNS Garden with Shioro Goto
In the Brera district, Karimoku New Standard marked their
tenth anniversary with a garden and Milanese apartment
installation, featuring several of their collections
accompanied with delicacies by well-known Japanese
chef, Shiori Goto.

2

2 · Local Design — Skeehan Studio
For the fourth year, Local Design
showcased a curated cross-section
of Australian design. The Aviso
Chair designed by Tom Skeehan
of Skeehan Studio in collaboration
with Stellen Studio, features
generous proportions hosted by an
understated timber frame. Superior
craftsmanship was also apparent
with the first glimpse of the Haru Light
designed by Skeehan Studio, and
hand blown by Canberra Glassworks.
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